
FINAL LOGIC I

In what follows, L is a language and M an L-structure. Definable will always mean
definable with with parameters. Do the following two questions:

1. A collection Φ(x) of L-formulae in one free variable x with parameters from M is
called finitely satisfiable over M, if for any finite number of formulae ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ∈ Φ,
there exists a ∈ M such thatM |= ϕi(a), for i = 1, . . . , n. Show that if Φ(x) is finitely
satisfiable, then there exists an elementary extension N ofM, such that Φ is satisfiable in
N (meaning that there exists b ∈ N such that N |= ϕ(b), for all ϕ ∈ Φ). Hint: adapt the
proof of the Finiteness Theorem (Theorem 4.3.2).

2. Let us say that M has the Gabrielov property, if for each k, the class of definable
subsets of Mk that are projections of quantifier free definable subsets, forms a Boolean
algebra (i.e., is closed under finite union, intersection and complement). Show thatM has
the Gabrielov property if and only if it is model-complete.

Consider the expansion of the language of fields, by adding a unary predicate Pn, for
each n, and interpret this in any field K as the subset of n-th powers of K. Macintyre
has shown that the field Qp of p-adic numbers has quantifier elimination in this expanded
language. Use his result to show that, as a field, Qp has the Gabrielov property, whence is
model-complete.

From among the remaining four questions, answer two and only two: I will only grade
the first two you submit, so choose wisely!

A. Let S and T be L-theories. Show that if S∀ ⊆ T ⊆ S, and T admits elimination of
quantifiers, then S and T have the same models.

B. Let us say that a theory T has amalgamation if for any two models M and N of T
with a common substructure A, we can find a common extensionQ ofM andN which is
again a model of T . Show that if T is model-complete and has amalgamation, then it has
quantifier elimination. Hint: show first that T has quantifier elimination if and only if for
any two modelsM and N with a common substructure A, we haveM ≡A N (that is to
say, (M, A) and (N , A) are L(A)-equivalent).

C. Let U be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. For each n ≥ 1, let Kn be a field with the
property that every non-constant polynomial P (X) ∈ Kn[X] of degree at most n has at
least one root in Kn. Show that the ultraproduct K\ of the Kn is an algebraically closed
field. What can you say about the ultraproduct in case instead each Kn is an ordered field
in which every positive element has a square root, and every polynomial of odd degree at
most n has a root?

D. Let L+ be the language obtained from L by adjoining for each n and for each definable
subset D ⊆ Mn, an n-ary relation symbol D. LetM+ be the canonical L+-expansion of
M by letting DM

+

:= D. Show that

(1) M+ has quantifier elimination;
(2) ifM is o-minimal, then so isM+.
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